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About This Game

"Audioshield is the most purely joyful time I’ve had with a facebox on" (Alec Meer, Rock Paper Shotgun)

"Audioshield: Feels like music-melee Missile Command-and we love it" (Ars Technica)

"AudioShield -- a rhythm game -- is HTC Vive's killer app" (Jeff Grubb, VentureBeat)

Experience your entire music collection in VR. Audioshield puts you at the point of impact for every hit in your music. Beats
glide in slowly for mellow parts of songs, then ramp up for intense parts of songs with cross-body, double-shield, and high-

altitude hits.

Audioshield uses an advanced version of Audiosurf 2's music analysis system to sync with any song from your collection.

Every song has its own online leaderboard. Audioshield also supports local leaderboards to easily compete with friends during
look-at-my-awesome-new-VR-system parties.

"Let's punch the hell out of music in virtual reality with Audioshield" (Polygon)

"Audioshield found some neuroreceptor in the deepest cavern of my brain—one that can only be stimulated by an incredible
combination of sight, sound, and motion—and flooded it with a sensation that has left me reeling for days." (Ars Technica)

"Fighting Music in VR. This is the coolest sh** ever." (Jericho)
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"VR Missile Command inside a neon rave, set to your own music." (PC Gamer)

"The physicality of standing in place to fend off incoming orbs feels powerful" (IGN)

"...your music library comes to life as a fully immersive gaming experience" (UploadVR)
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Its fun, easy, and a light hearted game. great for all ages. 6.5\/10. it's not what i expected but still recamended for others. Played
at version 0.7 early access. A fine little sandbox game. Nothing revolutionary yet, but it's fun! Pacing is a little off (too slow at
the beginning, too fast later on). That can probably be easily corrected as it continues through development. The system where
you build houses, put them up for sale, and then random villagers move in is really neat!. Enjoyable. I used to be able to spend
so much time on 50c at the arcade bullet hell machines people would go agro...good times.

Use a controller for a much more controllable experience. Plus, joysticks were built for this kind of game.

With a PS3 controller, Triangle will be Enter/Fire, O changes rbit formation. Learn from there.. It just isn't fun. Cleared two
waves of this snore fest... and moved along.. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. Highly recommend this game! The matches
are short but action packed! The lobby is public and hectic as hell! Never thought a game with Teddy Bears and Demons would
be my kind of game.

The hide and seek aspect of Light Bearers is trivial enough that theres no trouble hopping on and having a blast. You are chased
by a Shadow, a being with a heart of darkness who hates Bears to no end. Currpting Teddy Bears and laughing at their misery
are its Past-times and controlling this Dark God is full of enjoyment. While on the other side of the spectrum you are a Chosen
Light "Bear"er. Warriors of the heavens whose soul purpose in life is to stick out their tongues at the Shadows and curse like
sailors behind their backs.

After an hour I've been through enough matches with an almost full lobby and a DEV that was quick to answer our concerns and
calm our fumbling fingers. Get this game, play with friends or wait till the lobby fills up and enjoy the chaos that is Light
Bearers.. Why does this even exist
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INTeresting Stuff. 60 puzzles, 126 achievements, 63 minutes playtime for completion. 0.69€ is a fair prize for that value.
Serves well as a break filler!. Had to wait to buy a 400 € Pc to play this game. 10/10 really good realism. Totally worth the 10
cents with the -90% coupon. Otherwise... I mean if you got money.. its a decent time killer.. very well done game with tought
put into it, if this is where future of VR gaming is goingI'm in!. Adds atmosphere to driving the bus. For me personally a
welcome addition as I don't play with my PC online.. Love playing this game with my daughter, nice humorous puzzle
platformer game with interesting concept and cute characters with some rude behavior :P

My daughter will sit for hours playing the game solving the puzzles and laughing at the cut scenes, good clean fun :D. Been
looking for this game for ages after I lost my original installation cd several years ago. Finally here!

One of my absolute favorite strategy games. Still great fun to play! Recommend the campaign mode.. I bought this because i
read that it plays a lot like mega man.
Yes it does.
16 levels of pure platforming bliss.

Only thing i dislike about the game is the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 achievements.
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